Abstract-Now-a-days, diabetes disease is considered one of the key reasons of death among the people in the world. The availability of extensive medical information leads to the search for proper tools to support physicians to diagnose diabetes disease accurately. This research aimed at improving the diagnostic accuracy and reducing diagnostic missclassification based on the extracted significant diabetes features. Feature selection is critical to the superiority of classifiers founded through knowledge discovery approaches, thereby solving the classification problems relating to diabetes patients. This study proposed an integration approach between the SVM technique and K-means clustering algorithms to diagnose diabetes disease. Experimental results achieved high accuracy for differentiating the hidden patterns of the Diabetic and Nondiabetic patients compared with the modern diagnosis methods in term of the performance measure. The T-test statistical method obtained significant improvement results based on K-SVM technique when tested on the UCI Pima Indian standard dataset.
INTRODUCTION
Diabetes disease is an incessant malady that happens when the pancreas does not create sufficient insulin or if the body cannot viably utilizes the insulin, it makes. Insulin is a hormone that controls blood sugar. Hyperglycemia, or raised blood sugar, is a typical impact of unrestrained diabetes and after sometimes prompts actual harm to vast numbers of the body's frameworks, particularly the arteries and veins. In 2004, an expected 3.4 million users passed on from results of fasting high blood sugar [1] . Some studies that have been conducted recently presented common diseases that are frequently misdiagnosis therein; as the number of dead because of medical errors each year to nearly 98,000 people. The therapeutic analysis is viewed as an essential yet confused errand that should be executed precisely and proficiently. The mechanization of this system would be to a significant degree beneficial. Unfortunately, all specialists don't have aptitude in each sub Specialty and also there is a deficiency of asset people at specific spots. Subsequently, a program medicinal determination system would presumably be exceedingly valuable [2] . The objective of this study is to develop a hybrid technique based on Support Vector Machine algorithm and Two-step clustering method for diabetes diagnosis. The proposed method seeks to reduce the ratio of misdiagnosis of diabetes and increase the ratio of accuracy for diagnosis.
Nanda et al. [3] proposed a Classification of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus's (GDM) framework for biological and maternal features at (11 to 13) weeks gestation. The benefit is that a combining of maternal characteristics and biomarkers for GDM can provide First-trimester screening. Alssema et al. [4] updated a risk diagnosis survey using type2 diabetes screening detecting approach. They have considered other predictors for diabetes detection, but the drawback is that although particularly the case for small data needs an external validation before applying a model. Bennetts C.J et al. [5] intended for exploited a relationship of the diabetes dataset for classification capability. Like many researchers, Bennetts C.J et al. [5] tried to employ the data mining approaches in the biological organization for discovering new knowledge which assists to help a medical doctor for accurate diagnosis. A brief overview is provided by Tomar et al. [6] of these methods and their advantages and drawback. Diabetes treatment based on predictive analysis was presented by Aljumah et al. [7] using regression classification technique. They developed a mining tool called Oracle Data Miner (ODM) for treating modes diabetes prediction and SVM for results analysis. Kalaiselvi and Nasira [8] proposed a combination of PSO and SVM methods for to test the relationship of diabetes and heart disease. Their proposed method tried to extract the association factors disease based on categorical features which are the main benefit of the PSO-SVM method. Saudek et al. [9] developed a diabetes diagnoses measures of screening for finding the patients and clinicians rapidly. The determined criteria named HbA1care recognized for screening and now described as IFG.
Up to now, several studies described that have attentive on therapeutic diagnosis. These researchers had introduced various methods to the assumed challenges and obtained high prediction precisions, of 77% or greater, using the UCI Pima Indian dataset [10] . Empirical results proved precise prediction accuracy of 77% with logistic-regression derived discriminated function. Breault and colleagues [11] proposed a regression tree (RT) as a classifier method applied on data of 15,902 diabetes persons. The results select a greatest significant variable related to inadequate glycemic control >9.5. There are many models and methods used by scientists to examine and diagnosis diabetes. One of these models is a support vector www.ijacsa.thesai.org machine. The SVM model generation is a group of the relevant supervised-learning technique used in health diagnosis for regression and classification [12] and [13] . It is a standard method based on guaranteed risk limits of statistical learning theory e.g. the called structural risk minimization principles. Athanasios et al. [35] Reviewed the methodology that was proposed by Dalakleidi et al. [36] . Thier review study discussed a combination method between the K-NN classifiers and genetic algorithm to define the critical risk factors that are robustly related to the occurrence of non-fatal and fatal Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) in with Type 2 Diabetes patients Mellitus(T2DM). Tao Zheng et al. [37] introduced a T2DM model for identifying subjects using machine learning and feature engineering. The model contrasted and evaluated the identification performance using different machine learning such as Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, k-NN, Random Forest, SVM. The performance model used the Area Under the Carafe (AUC) evaluation measure and obtained accuracy average with 0.98.
Based on the previously mentioned, issues identified with diabetes are numerous and entirely exorbitant. It is a serious malady cause, if not treated legitimately and immediately, it could prompt significant confusions, may be the demise of the patient. These made diabetes one of the principle needs in therapeutic knowledge study. However, the country has not been utilized the strength of computer technology to reduce the risk of diabetes yet. With the rise of the new knowledge, scientists have discovered various kinds of new technologies that the developed research could use to solve this problem. One of the main promising technologies today is Knowledge Discovery. It is capable of predicting the risk level of a patient with significantly higher accuracy by extracting hidden patterns from historical medical records. This reason will help us to give timely treatment for patients by diagnosing disease early before it goes to a critical stage.
Rest of this research is organized as Sections 2 explain the materials and method. Section 3 presents the experiments of the suggested method. Section 4 discusses the results of the combined technique. Section 5 reported the conclusions of the study.
II. EASE OF USE
An operational framework of the hybrid K-SVM method divided into three main work stages; each of these steps consisted of different phases, starting from the data preparation stage and ending with the diagnosis phase as implementation stage. Figure 1 shows the operational framework stages of the introduced technique (SVM-K-mean clustering). 
A. Phase 1: Preparing and study the dataset
Data Collection: The diabetes dataset called Pima Indian collected from UCI machine repository standard dataset. This dataset used with different fields and research such as [7,12,13 and 14] , is a gathering of symptomatic therapeutic reports from 768 records of female patients no less than 21 years of age of Pima Indian legacy, a populace living close Phoenix, Arizona, USA. The binary target variable takes (0 or 1) values, while 0 implies a negative test for diabetes, and 1 indicates a positive test. There are 500 cases in class 0 and 268 cases in class 1. Fine-tuning parameters further physically assessed the significance of the systematically selected of variables. The variables incorporated into the last determination were those with the best discriminative execution. The Pima Indian dataset is reported that there are no missing values; there were some generously included zeros as missing values. 28 cases had a diastolic blood pressure of 0, five patients had a sugar of 0, 11 more had a mass body record of 0, 140 others had serum insulin levels of 0, and 192 others had a skin fold thickness readings of 0. After the erasure, there were 460 cases with no missing values.
Feature Selection (FS): It is significant that the data set is pre-processed before mining process is used so that repeated data can be removed or the unstructured data can be counted by transformation of the dataset. Theoretical strategies for selecting proper features differ for a different challenge to another. Employing feature selection is the important step to simplifying the learning part of the mining stages and enhancing the performance without altering the primary structure of data mining methods [15] and [16] . The proposed method used the feature selection algorithm as a preprocessing step to reduce the dataset dimensionality and increased the computational process as well.
Data Segmentation: Because of a significant amount of associated samples datasets and examine the dataset with different data size, the developed method divided the dataset into 50%, 60%, and 70% for training and 50%, 40%, and 30% for testing as a preprocessing step for the proposed approach [17] .
B. Phase 2: Diabetes data clustering using K-means algorithm
It is a very useful approach to machine learning for classification of native clusters in a dataset means clustering 238 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org algorithm, as groups of data are based on their feature values to K clusters. In classification, the items are assigned to predefined classes, whereas in clustering the classes are formed [18] . K-means algorithm is one of the hard clustering approaches; therefore, a data point can belong to just one cluster [19] . The proposed method applied a description of diabetes data using the K-mean method to group the diabetes data based on the Euclidean distance similarity of their features into K clusters [20] and [21] . Before the algorithm begins, K is a positive number initialized early to refer to the number of required clusters [22] . K-means group inspects the diabetes feature of each patient to ensure that the elements data within each group are similar to each other but dissimilar from items in other groups.
The algorithm initiated by selecting an initial set of groups repeatedly updated until no further improvement can be made or until a specified limit is exceeded by the number of iterations [23] and [24] . The developed technique used it to measure the difference between the patient's data (Euclidean distance is used as a measure to define the similarity between data items) 25. See Eq. 1.
A Euclidean vector is the position of a point in a Euclidean n-space. Therefore, X (Xn, Xn,. . . Xn) and Y (Y1, Y2,. . . , Yn) are Euclidean vectors21. Figure 2 shows the steps of Kmeans approach (demonstrates K-mean clustering steps). 
C. Phase 3: Diabetes Prediction and diagnosis using K-SVM
The Support Vector Machine is a promised classifier method widely used because of the significant output that had extracted in different research areas, and cause of their robust assumed, theoretical underpinnings in the theory of statistical learning [26] . SVM classification proceed the hyperplane in distinct classes [14] . Every hyperplane is identified by its path (w), the correct position threshold is (b), the dimensionality input is (xi) and pointed the class. A set of the learning samples is represented using formula 2 and 3.
Where k is the learning data, and d denotes to dataset dimensions number: yi ; i = 1, 2, . . . , k The decision equation of the form formula. 2.
The region between the hyperplane is a margin, which splits two classes; the margins illustrate the prediction of diabetic patients by the SVM classifier. The represent the distance between the hyperplane and closed data point. Figure  3 demonstrates the diagnosis of diabetes data using SVM. The introduced hybrid method is a technique for diabetes dataset diagnosis by K-mean clustering algorithm and SVM technique and comprises of two sub-techniques: unsupervised learning based on K-means data clustering using features similarity, and classification diabetes using the supervised SVM classifier method. The objective of this study is to produce a diabetes patient's diagnostic process with the assistance of a combined K-means clustering and SVM method for the improving the diagnosis accuracy and to reducing the misdiagnosis error. The proposed method considered the clinical analysis output based on pancreas cell and Laboratory test results of patient blood and urine. The clustering output will then uses as input features for the SVM classifier of the patinas data. The clustering process utilized to group all similar instances in feature data, which enhances and increases the predictability and accuracy of diagnosis using SVM classification method.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experiments of this research conducted by using the UCI-Pima Indian dataset for the evaluation of the KSVM technique. To assess the performance of classifiers, the K-SVM expriment was ran frequently to let the entire slice in the dataset to take an opportunity as a testing data. To decrease the feature dimensionality a feature selection method is used [15] . This process employed independently before the training of the original dataset. Figure 4 demonstrate the extracted significant features. www.ijacsa.thesai.org In each round, the data was divided into 3 clusters (70%, 60%, and 50%) for learning procedure and (30%, 40%, and 50%) for the testing process [17] . The K-means technique conducted for grouping patients based on related target Diabetic and Non-Diabetic features. Due to the need for overall reduction in distance between cluster centroids and cluster members, the K-means formulated by using an optimization problem13.
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Where k represents the index of the cluster, Sk is the kth cluster set, lk denotes the centroid point in cluster Sk, which is also treated as the representative patients of the cluster, and K is the total number of the clusters.
There is a need to normalize the data point for eliminating the impact of the distinctive feature scales. To prepare the centroids used in building the cluster, the K-means method repeatedly adjusts the centroid location to decrease the Euclidean distance [18] . The number of clusters was determined using a similarity measurement [18] . The similarity metrics to assess the quality of clusters are shown in Eqs. (4 and 5) as follows:
Where davg denotes for average distance of each member i to the centroid lk in the same cluster Sk, Xi j denotes the jth input element of member I; dmin is the minimum distance between each two centroids, Xlk j represents the jth input element of centroid lk, N denotes the total number of data points, and F is the dimension of an input vector.
Noticeable, the K-means clustering method extracted five groups with a diverse number of samples and distribution of the extracted features using feature selection method. The best number of groups and clusters automatically fixed by the Kmeans algorithm with the assistance of the criterion specified in criterion group of the clustering. Figure 5 defines the results and clusters distribution. Figure five above demonstrate the clustering distribution using k-means algorithm. The method generated five groups with different distribution samples and features. The distribution number of samples members are 767, 132, 76, 110, 81 and 368 for cluster1, cluster2, cluster3, cluster4, and cluster5, correspondingly. It's presented that the maximum numbers of samples scored by cluster 5 because of the similarity of the group instance features. Using these groups, the K-means clustering algorithm analyzed and defined the diabetes data; the clustering methods is used for describing the data. Thus, this research employed K-means technique to integrated with SVM prediction method. Based on the Kmeans clustering experimental on the diabetes dataset, the similar patients were grouped together and the different patients were clustered together too. The UCI-data clustering process is valuable at this stage to facilitate the diagnosis by classification and prediction in training and testing steps. In the classification phase, the SVM classifier is applied for obtaining a precise diagnosis of the patients. The general SVM method adopted for this problem to exploit the classifier as follows [23] and [24] :
Where x stands for the learning vector, y denote the relationship label between the learning vectors; a denotes the variables vector of hyperplane classifier; K is a kernel function for measuring the distance between the learning vector xi and xj, and L stands for a drawback parameter to manage some misclassifications.
For example, if L is infinity, the predictor supplies an infinite penalty on misclassification to avoid misdiagnosis from taking place. A higher L ensures greater accuracy on learning data; simultaneously, it takes extra time to obtain the predictor. A lower L offers additional flexibility on the predictor on the tolerance of error. For SVM and K-mean clustering, a performance index employed to prove the accuracy of the introduced technique. The variables for a hybrid K-SVM method that is to be used in the experiments is measured as a constant change optimization procedure that is conceded out by the SVM method. Each partition used 50%, 60% and 70% as the training dataset and 50%, 40%, and 30% as the testing dataset using K-SVM as the prediction technique. The results of clustering process used as an input to the SVM classifier. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The developed research used the mentioned experiment using SVM method before and after combination to examine the enhancement of the proposed approach. The obtained diagnosis results before improvement using SVM only are 77.09%, 75.27%, and 77.32% for learning data and 81.01%, 80.39%, and 77.29% for testing data respectively. On the other hand, the diagnosis accuracy results after improvement by using the hybrid method between K-means and SVM algorithm are 99.74, 99.78, and 99.81 for training data and 99.82, 99.85, and 99.90 for testing data respectively too. The evaluation results have been calculated as: 
A. First Experiment
In this phase, the quantity of detecting diabetes patients (diabetic or non-diabetic) from the original UCI dataset was investigated. These experiments conducted on 768 patients reported and used by [7, [12] [13] [14] , had each sample described as either a diabetic or non-diabetic case. The experiments applied across 70, 60, and 50 instances as training experiments. Each learning and testing phase chose original diabetes patients variable as input features in SVM. Then the class variable is a target element (diabetic or non-diabetic). Additionally, it by using K-SVM, and diagnosis accuracy enhanced rather than used the SVM alone. The obtained results using SVM in learning and testing phases demonstrated in Table3. While the improved results based on SVM-K-means and important features presented in Table 4 . Figures 6 demonstrate the accuracy of the results of SVM algorithm only along with the best class in training and testing experiments. This is the gained charts for both training and testing output of the SVM before using the K-mean algorithm. The Classification using SVM for training data obtained a good diagnosis (77.32%) with 70% data size and 81.01% diagnosis accuracy for testing data with 50% data size. Gains chart with baseline, best line ($BEST-class) as well as the result of SVM before improvement is ($S-class). The accuracy ratio is presented in the X-axis. Using the SVM classifier, if the accuracy results are greater than the baseline with red color, the results are accepted; otherwise, the results are classified as rejected. On the other hand, the Y-axis represents the nominated prediction diagnosis between all the input variables for diabetes patinas. Expressively, diagnosis accuracy results that were achieved by the SVM are 77.09%, 75.27%, and 77.32% for learning experiments with amount 50%, 60%, and 70%, respectively, and 81.01%, 80.39%, and 77.29%for testing experiments with amount 50%, 60% and 70%, respectively.
B. Second Experiment
The achieved accuracy after integration SVM and K-means is described in Figure 2 and Table4. The accuracy obtained during the diagnosis procedure is clarified by the results values.
As shown in Table 3 , there are different results that were extracted with SVM. These results enhanced using K-SVM approach. Compared with Table3, the K-SVM approach obtained better accuracy than the SVM. Figures 7 demonstrate the accuracy of the results of Kmeans-SVM method based on important features with the best class in training and testing experiments. The gained charts represented both training and testing results of the SVM with original dataset after using the K-mean algorithm with important features. The Classification using K-SVM for training data obtained optimal diagnosis (99.81%) with 70% data size and (99.90%) diagnosis accuracy for testing data with 70% data size. Gains chart with baseline, best line ($BESTclass) and the result of K-means-SVM after improvement is ($S-class). The X-axis shows the accuracy ratio. Based on the K-SVM technique, if the results are greater that the baseline with red color, then these results is accepted, otherwise the results will be categorized as unaccepted. On the other hand, the Y-axis represented the selected diagnosis accuracy between the selected features from diabetes patinas, containing Cluster type as a new feature produced from the clustering phase. It should be observed that the achieved diagnosis results using K-SVM are 99.74, 99.78, and 99.81 for learning experiments with amount 50%, 60%, and 70%, respectively, and 99.82, 99.85, and 99.90 for testing experiments with amount 50%, 60%, and 70%, respectively. It is also concluded that these results are improved than the SVM results.
Many researchers used the T-test statistical significance technique for methods comparison [27] . The t-tests statistical significance test performed between the results obtained from experiment 1 using SVM and experiment 2 using the hybrid method, and they showed improvements achieved by the K-SVM technique. Table 5 Different proposed diabetes diagnosis methods such as Decision tree [28] , Discriminant Fuctions [29] and [30] , and Bayesian network [31] examined and compared with the developed technique, and other diagnosis methods demonstrate in Figure 8 . In this paper, an integrated between K-means clustering algorithm and SVM method was proposed and discussed. The proposed technique analyzed and mined diabetes dataset for diagnosis purpose.
Feature selection algorithm offered significant advantages when it came to generating important features probably [32] . The used to extract the essential features in many biomedical types of research such as cancer [33] and hepatitis [34] . The proposed method used the Kmeans clustering algorithm to improve the SVM method. Only the most important features as selected by feature selection method were utilized in the diagnosis and classification process. The results from the experimental tests against the UCI Pima Indian dataset showed that the overall of the proposed method performance achieved better results. The hypothesis presented the idea that the quality of diagnosis can be improved using K-SVM technique. The focus of the proposed method was adjusted so that only the most important features received attention. The T-Test was performed to examine the improvements achieved by the proposed method before and after combination process between K-means and SVM. The results of the T-Tests discovered the benefits of the proposed method discussed in this paper were statistically significant.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study tried to solve the problem of incorrect diagnosis problem of diabetes disease. The research proposed an integration technique between the SVM and K-means clustering mechanism for predicting an accurate diagnosis of diabetes disease. The study examined the combined method using the UCI Pima Indian diabetes standard dataset. A scientific experiment carried out to investigate the diagnosis accuracy for possible enhancement using The hybrid K-SVM. It has been proving that the integration between the K-means clustering method and SVM can enhance and produce accurate diagnosis results in diabetes disease. In the future work, the authors will integrate one of the optomization techniques for potintial enhancment.
